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My Inner Diorama:
A Travelogue, Part 2
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Sean Culver

On the 22nd, I went to Notre Dame, taking special interest in
several scale models of the cathedral’s construction. I also
accepted an invitation for a home-cooked dinner with
paleoclimatologist and daguerreotypist Dominique Genty. I
had met Dominique at the 170th Anniversary of the
Daguerreotype Exhibition in Bry-sur-Marne. Dominique has
an impressive collection of vintage photography including
many autochromes. One highlight of the evening was seeing
his unopened box of vintage autochrome plates. Student
photographer Hanako Murakami also joined us, travelling
from Lille where she is working on vintage photo processes at
the Studio Des Arts Contemporains School.
Hanako and Dominique are working together on making new
autochromes and experimenting with the Lippmann color
process1. Dominique is also making a stereo daguerreotype of
the moon at Observatoire de Paris-Meudon.

Week Three: Paris
It took me two days to get from Sestri Levante to Paris. I
stayed overnight in Lyon and arrived on October 20th. My first
order of business on the 21st was to visit the Musée des Arts
Forians (the Museum of Carnival Arts), which I had learned
about through a Daguerreian Society email. The nineteenth
century craftsmanship on exhibit in this museum was
aesthetically and thematically close to some of my own
artwork. I was placed with a tour and wandered through,
keeping to the periphery of the group, catching scenes and
objects with my camera. I particularly noted a number of large
canvases, which were elaborate prosceniums featuring a blank
space in the center. I can only imagine this was a space for
some kind of performance of either projection or puppets. This
will be a subject for my further study.

Two views of the Musée des Arts Forians

Dominique Genty. Portrait of Mac Lesggy, Spring
2015, 13 by 18 cm, digital photograph of mercurial daguerreotype.

On the 23rd, Dominique and I met again and visited a vintage
camera shop. He was looking to purchase an original stereo
daguerreotype camera. The shop had two models available. A
documentary crew came by to film a dual projection magic
lantern show with crude animation. We watched from the side.
We also viewed a Polyorama Panoptique2 that showed an
appearing and disappearing procession of figures through a
darkened cathedral interior. Dominique bought two unusual
stereo cards from a series showing staged sculptures of
anthropomorphic animals and gifted me one of the pair. “Now
I have one and you have the other.” He said. I was very
touched.

The 24th and 25th were compromised by an unwelcome cold. I
drank hot water with lemon and slept. Sadly, this illness
prevented me from a much-anticipated trip to the Musée
Adriene Mentienne in Bry-sur-Marne3. In the evening of the
25th I met with photographer Ana Tornel at Café Le
Courcelles.

Ana Tornel. Untitled: from the series "Chrysalis”,
November 2013,13 by 18 cm, collodian plate

On my final full day in France, I traveled to Chartres. This is
the place where I made my first accomplished artistic
photograph in June of 1985. I enjoyed walking the winding
streets while taking stereo views. The interior of the cathedral
was in the process of being cleaned up and restored. Upon
close inspection and to my quizzical horror, I found that they
were not merely cleaning, but also painting the columns a very
light color, complete with trompe-l'œil joints between the
massive stone blocks.

Sean Culver, Ana Tornel holding her favorite image titled “Melchior learning
hunting horn from the series "Sarthe, metamorphose of a valley", July 2014”,
digital photograph featuring a 13 by 18 cm collodian plate.

She brought a large collection of her collodian plates, both
figure and landscape studies. Of special interest to me was one
plate of a female figure viewed from the back holding a small,
round mirror, which reflected one of the sitter’s eyes. It was
this image that compelled me to seek her out and request a
meeting. It was edifying to meet her, as it was to meet with
Beniamino, Hanako, and Dominique, to talk about art and
receive mutual critical insight into our work.

Sean Culver. Chartres, June, 1985, various sizes, silver-gelatin print

That evening I attended the ‘Inside’ exhibition at the Palais de
Tokyo in Paris and saw the latest in cutting edge installation
art. Since I am moving my art in this direction it was a prime
opportunity to survey what’s happening now in this particular
field. My future work, I imagine, will be referencing the
nineteenth century and particularly the diorama.

playful and imitated the subjects, scenes, and aesthetics of the
original Diableries stereo cards. Afterwards, in the booksigning line I had the opportunity to speak with all three
authors and bid my goodbye to Brian.

Sean Culver. Brian May, Paula Flemming and Denis Pellerin,
October 28, 2014, digital photograph

Sean Culver. 10/27/2014 train from Paris to Boulonge
(impression of Chartres cathedral), 2.25 by 2.25 inches,
watercolor on Saunders Waterford mould-made paper.

On my train trip form Paris to Calais early the next morning,
the surrounding countryside was shrouded in fog until about
9:30 a.m. when the sun finally began to emerge, creating
diffuse areas of golden light. I continued to paint watercolors
and shoot digital photos through the windows. The
combination of the fog, the filtered light, and the relative blur
of the passing landscape made these photos look like
miniatures. I thought about the possibilities and challenges of
actually recreating these scenes in diorama fashion and how
William Turner likely experienced sunlight burning through
the haze as a spiritual occurrence, like I was.

Week Four: Back in London
The main event of October 28th was a second lecture4, this
time by Brian May, Paula Flemming5, and Denis Pellerin at
the Victoria and Albert Museum. They featured their second
book of historical stereoscopic surveys, the French-produced
‘Diableries’ series. After a solid presentation by all three
authors, Dr. May presented the premier of his 3-D animation
“One Night in Hell”6 featuring a soundtrack arranged,
produced, and performed by himself and accompanied by the
Czech National Symphony Orchestra. The short film was

I filled the remainder of my days with museum visits. I
attended a special exhibition of ‘Late Turner’ at the Tate in
which I was able to see first-hand many of Turner’s handbound sketchbooks, which I’m keen to reproduce. Also at the
Tate I got to see Dr. May and Denis Pellerin’s exhibit of “The
Poor Man’s Picture Gallery”7. It was a unique opportunity to
see the actual Victorian-era paintings along with the cards,
which were set up in fixed stereopticons in the gallery.
I visited the Tate Modern where I was delighted to find three
paintings by surrealist poet Dorothea Tanning. Dorothea was
originally from my hometown of Galesburg, Illinois and later
went on to marry Max Ernst.
The Victoria and Albert Museum of Childhood was
spectacular. I shot many reference photos of toy theaters,
stereoscopic toys and was particularly amazed by all the
reflections. The light of a sunny day was diffused through the
canvas shades, making the windows and patrons as visible as
the objects in their glass cases. Of particular interest was one
toy train, looking homemade; it strongly resembled the train in
Turner’s well-known 1844 painting “Rain, Steam and Speed”.

I also visited the only remaining example of Daguerre’s
original Diorama building at Peto Place near Regent’s Park. I
was amazed at the massiveness of this structure as I walked
around it in the rain.
In what was probably one of my most oddly curious moments,
I attended a premiere showing of Mike Leigh’s film “Mr.
Turner”, and was astounded that two scenes in which Turner
and his common-law wife went to get their daguerreotype
taken did not seem to contain an actual daguerreotype. This
broke the illusion of an otherwise immersive experience.
Knowing all the modern practitioners I know, I wondered why
not try for the real thing? A second viewing back in the U. S.
confirmed that the plate shown in this film did not look like a
daguerreotype, however, I did notice David Burder’s name in
the end credits. An email exchange with David confirmed that
he had coached the actor Leo Bill, who played daguerreotypist
John Mayall in the film, by having him make an actual
daguerreotype in David’s London studio. David himself had
also made a daguerreotype from a supplied print of Turner for
use in the film. Apparently, seeing how difficult that may have
been to light, the director and cinematographer must have
opted not to use the authentic plate and instead chose
something more readily photographable.
I spent a few days at the National Gallery, which yielded
many notes, sketches, and photos. The images that caught my
attention were various studies of the effects of light, trompel'œil painting, the young astronomer in his study, and God’s
hand upon a small earth surrounded by clouds. I painted the
latter from memory, photos, and sketches on the plane ride
home. These images may be another possible subject for
future dioramas or daguerreotypes. Back home in Chicago, my
wife Michelle drove me from O’Hare Airport and there, in the
west, was the perfect Turner sunset.
The day after I returned, Clemmie Cook at Hoppen Gallery
sold my daguerreotype to a private collector, making this my
third daguerreotype to go into an international collection.

light is reflected from interplanetary dust (his astronomical
specialty) and who also layers sound to create densely textured
harmonies, beholding fog-shrouded landscapes from my
window on a train, conversing with other artists—these
apparently disparate experiences of persons, optical
phenomena, travel, and more, are my subjects of
contemplation. Their influences on me become layered, like so
many translucent panels receding into a deep, luminous space.
The Greek root words that make up the term “diorama”
translate to “through that which is seen”, calling to mind an
active visual transcendence or travel. This phrase aptly
describes my artistic journey and, if I’ve done my job well, the
resulting artwork.
Notes
An accompanying photo essay by Sean Culver, including the artwork
mentioned in this travelogue can be viewed at www.seanculver.com under the
“galleries” menu
1

Lippmann Color Process is a real color photography process based on
interference patterns producing actual optical colors in the finished examples.

2

The Polyorama Panoptique was an optical toy popular from the 1820s
through to the 1850s, invented by Pierre Seguin. A small-scale, simplified
version of Daguerre’s diorama intended for domestic use

3

Musée Adriene Mentienne is the Daguerreotype Museum in the town where
Daguerre retired. They acquired my 5 by 7 inch daguerreotype titled “Silver
Surface“ for their permanent collection.

4
See Part 1 of this travelogue online or refer to the previous issue of the
quarterly.
5

Paula Flemming is an ardent collector of stereo images, is a Fellow of the
National Stereoscopic Association, and was an Archivist of Photography
(focusing on the National Anthropological Archives) from 1970-2003 at The
Smithsonian in Washington DC.

6‘
One Night In Hell’, stereoscopic stop-motion animation, with live-action
sequences and computer generated imagery, 7 minutes, digital format and
projection, written, animated, and directed by Jason Jameson & James Hall of
UNANICO Group in London.

Denis Pellerin and Brian May. The Poor Man’s Picture Gallery:
Stereoscopy Versus Painting in the Victorian Era. (London: London
Stereoscopic Company, Carlton Books, 2014).
7

Internet Links:
The work of artist Hanako Murakami:
www.hanakomurakami.net

Epilogue
Making my art involves seeking out and contemplating the
qualities of light and sound. Utilizing this process, I produce
various physical records, be they notes, preparatory studies,
daguerreotypes, paintings, sculptures or musique concrète.
Seeing firsthand the many layers of textured paint glazes in
Turner’s work, speaking with Brian May who studies how

The daguerreotypy of Dominique Genty:
www.daguerreotype.fr
and
http://daguerre.over-blog.com/
The wet-plate photography of Ana Tornel:
www.anatornel.com/fr/accueil.html
The London Stereoscopic Company:
www.londonstereo.com

